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Key challenge solved:
Reaching customers instantly, in a cost and time effective 
manner to keep them updated with the status of their loan.
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Overview

• Through integration with Textlocal’s API gateway, George   
 Banco now have text services within their existing software.   
 This allows automatic text messages to be sent to customers   
 to update them of loan status, confirmation of acceptance,   
 activation code alerts and application completion reminders. 

• Textlocal provides an integral part of George Banco’s market   
 leading consumer finance application form allowing them to   
 communicate certain verification processes to customers.  
 SMS is their only contact resource.

Challenge Solution Result
George Banco required a method to 
reach their customers instantly, in a cost 
and time effective manner to keep them 
updated with the status of their loan.

• API integration saves great time and  
 staff resource

• A significant increase in customer  
 satisfaction, receiving positive   
 feedback regarding SMS updates.  
 Customers receive a first class service.

• More customers fill out application  
 forms when sent by SMS than email  
 and more customers also complete  
 previously unfinished application  
 forms when sent via SMS

• SMS prompts encourage people   
 to apply for another loan, increasing  
 customer retention figures

“Textlocal provide an excellent platform 
to communicate certain verification 
processes, together with an effective 
tool to inform customers of their loan 
status and performance.”
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George Banco is one of the UK’s leading direct lenders, offering affordable loans  
to suit all and helping customers towards long term financial stability. 
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Increase sales
Brokers can send up to the minute information to clients. Insurance companies can 
send out renewal reminders. Banks can send PEP reminders before the end of the 
financial year.

Improved customer service
Banks can send out balance or transaction details. Insurance companies can keep 
their customers up to date on claims.

Lead generation
A short code can be used to generate additional leads.

Picture messaging
Insurance companies can receive pictures of accidents that their clients are claiming 
for. The photos are taken at the scene of the incident and sent by MMS straight to the 
claim departments email.

We work with over 100,000 UK 
businesses in your industry, including

Find out more
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